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STATEMENT OF POLICY ON DATA CONFIDENTIALITY 
 

In order to fulfill its role as the statutory rating organization for automobile, residential property 

and workers’ compensation insurance in North Carolina, the Rate Bureau collects certain statistical and 

financial data from its member companies and on occasion may be provided by statistical agents’ data 

that have been reported by its member companies to those statistical agents.  The Rate Bureau 

acknowledges that such data are valuable assets of the companies that the companies treat as 

proprietary and confidential and in which the companies have ownership rights or other legal interests.   

The Rate Bureau shall take commercially reasonable steps to preserve the confidential and 

proprietary nature of individual company data provided to the Rate Bureau and will use such data only 

in accordance with the laws governing the operations of the Rate Bureau and not for any other 

purpose.  The Rate Bureau, in furtherance of its statutory duties and obligations, may distribute 

individual company data aggregated with data and information submitted to the Rate Bureau by other 

companies and/or by the statistical agents.   

The Rate Bureau will not release disaggregated data that identifies individual companies, 

individual claimants or customers or data identified with an individual company, except that the Rate 

Bureau may use and distribute disaggregated data for the following purposes: 

(a) Experience modifications, experience modification worksheets and classification information. 

(b) Proof of coverage services as applicable and required under North Carolina law. 

(c) Residual market expiration reports as applicable under North Carolina law. 

(d) In response to data requests or discovery requests in rate filings or other litigation in which the 

Rate Bureau is a party, so long as the Rate Bureau takes reasonable steps to remove 

information which identifies individual company data or individual claimants or customers.   

(e) In response to a subpoena or court order for data other than those specifically identified above, 

provided that, if such subpoena or court order seeks disclosure of data containing confidential, 

proprietary or trade secret information of a member company, the Rate Bureau will (1) endeavor 

to promptly provide the affected company or companies written notice of such subpoena or 

court order prior to the release of such data and (2) reasonably cooperate with the affected 

company or companies to accord such data the maximum confidential treatment available. 

The Rate Bureau will allow access to individual company data provided to the Rate Bureau by the 

companies or through their statistical agents only to employees, consultants and attorneys whose work 

for the Rate Bureau requires such access, provided such persons have confidentiality obligations with 

the Rate Bureau that are no less protective than this Statement. 


